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Concept Collection for Web Video Categorization (CCWV-CD),
which is consisted of concepts with small semantic gap and high
distinguishing ability. Then Wikipedia is employed to diffuse the
concept correlation in this space. For the universality and online
characteristic of Wikipedia, even the video with the latest
term ”Obama” and another video tagged with “American
President” can be propagated to more similar.

ABSTRACT
With the advent of video sharing websites, the amount of videos
on the internet grows rapidly. Web video categorization is an
efficient methodology to organize the huge amount of data. In this
paper, we propose an effective web video categorization
algorithm for the large scale dataset. It includes two factors: 1)
For the great diversity of web videos, we develop an effective
semantic feature space called Concept Collection for Web Video
Categorization (CCWV-CD) to represent web videos, which
consists of concepts with small semantic gap and high
distinguishing ability. Meanwhile, the online Wikipedia API is
employed to diffuse the concept correlations in this space. 2) We
propose an incremental support vector machine with fixed number
of support vectors (n-ISVM) to fit the large scale incremental
learning problem in web video categorization. Extensive
experiments are conducted on the dataset of 80021 most
representative videos on YouTube demonstrate that the semantic
space with Wikipedia prorogation is more representative for web
videos, and n-ISVM outperforms other algorithms in efficiency
when performs the incremental learning.

For the large scale problem, we propose an incremental support
vector machine with fixed number of support vectors (n-ISVM),
which can maintain relatively high performance comparing with
the traditional support vector machine (SVM), meanwhile need
less memory and computation costs. Furthermore, it can handle
with training samples incrementally.
In this paper, experiments are performed on a benchmark dataset
for web video analysis called MCG-WEBV [1], which gathering
80021 videos from most view and related videos of YouTube.

2. SEMANTIC FEATURE SPACE
To effectively represent the web videos, we construct a semantic
space with small semantic gap and high categorization
distinguishability. Then the concept correlations are diffused by
Wikipedia Propagation.
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Semantic Gap Measurement: Compared with the most frequent
tag “video” in YouTube, obviously “cat” is easier to model and
more valuable to present the video content, for the later has
smaller semantic gap. For 5307 unique terms extracted from
MCG-WEBV [1], we cluster the video sets including the same
term in title or tag, and measure the textural and visual
consistence for each set by computing the textual and visual
similarities among all the videos in this set. The greater score of
the set implicates its corresponding term has smaller semantic gap.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Facing the crazing amount of multimedia data on the web [4],
retrieval by web directory is a promising solution for the web
video retrieval. To our best knowledge, currently the category
information on most of the video sharing websites is labeled by
the user when he/she is uploading the video. Web video
categories are data-driven and should flexibly adjust by the
uploading interests changes. Video category varies on different
video-sharing websites. So it is essential to studying the efficient
automatic web video categorization algorithm. There are two
important research issues: One is the robust video representation
to overcome the web videos’ high diversity of quality, style, and
genres. The other is the classifiers with incremental learning
function to meet the quickly expansion of web data.

Categorization Distinguishability (CD): CD is proposed to
measure the concept’s distinguishability for categorization. The
terms with the same distributions over all categories are less
helpful to improve the video categorization. Define the Document
Frequency (DF) as the total appearance of the term in the whole
dataset, and Category Frequency (CF) as the number of categories
where the term has appeared, then the concepts with high CD
should has high DF but small CF.
Based on the above description, we construct a semantic
called CCWV-CD including top 2000 concepts with
semantic gap and great categorization distinguishability.
each video is represented by the classic vector
model v[1...2000] based on CCWV-CD.

In this paper, we construct a semantic feature space called

space
small
Then,
space

Wikipedia Propagation (WP): In MCG-WEBV, the average
number of metadata (title and tag) for one video is only 14.5. It is
too sparse in the above 2000 dimensions semantic space, and the
classifiers directly trained in this feature space are less effective.
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In this paper, Wikipedia is employed to compute the path
frequency-inversed backward link frequency (PFIBF) [2] between
two concepts to propagate the video metadata to the 2000
dimensions CCWV-CD concepts. The WP enhances the similarity
between videos with different but related words. By considering
the concept correlation, the abilities of classifiers can be enhanced.

Wikipedia could closer the relationship of related videos and
finally enhances the performance.
Table 1. Contribution of CCWV-CD and WP

3. CATEGORIZATION ALGORITHM
The ISVM [3] can deal with the increasing training samples, but
the number of support vectors increase dramatically with the
number of training samples. As a result, the cost of CPU time
increases with the amount of support vectors accordingly. We
intend to control the computation time by limiting the number of
support vectors in ISVM to a fixed value n, so our algorithm is
named as n-ISVM. There are two key points for n-ISVM. The
first point is to determine which support vectors should remain.
The second is to decide how many support vectors should be kept.

MAP
0.529
0.547

CCWV-CD with WP

0.552

4.2 Performance of n-ISVM
Comparing the MAP of n-ISVM(0.544) with traditional batch
SVM(0.552) and ISVM(0.552), there are small degression(1.4%)
in performance. However, n-ISVM can handle the training
samples incrementally. As illustrated in Figure 1, we increase the
number of training samples from 1000 to 10000 and record the
average computation time for 15 categories on an Intel Pentium
3.20GHz and 2GB desktop. The result demonstrates that n-ISVM
is an effective algorithm and more preferable while dealing with
the web scale video categorization problem.

To decide which vectors should remain, following criterion is
illustrated to evaluate the effectiveness of each support vector.

c i = yi f ( xi )

Feature Space
DF
CCWV-CD

(1)

5000
Computation Time

In this case, training data and their labels as
set D = {( x i , yi ) , i = 1, 2,...,l } where x i ∈ R n , yi = {+1, −1} , the
optimal separating function is f ( x i ) .
The decrease of the number of support vectors may lead to the
degradation of the performance of classifiers. Thus the value of n
should be picked critically. One way to determine the value of n is
decremental support vector machine. With the daily increasing
training data, if a training sample is added into support vector set,
a new support vectors set with m items are generated, then all the
support vectors are sorted according to its ci value. The vectors
with top m-n ci values, which mean they are the least effective,
are removed from the support vector set.
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Figure 1: Training Time on MCG-WEBV data
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In the web scale video dataset, the number of items in newly
generated support vectors set m is always far larger than the
limited number of items in support vectors set n. So the time cost
of n-ISVM is O(n 2 ) , which is efficient than ISVM O(m2 ) .So the
training time will not increase with the growth of training data.
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